CONNECTICUT FOOTBALL OFFICIALS ASSOCIATION
Subject: Assignment of Football Officials within the State of Connecticut (revised)
A. Purpose

To define a procedure and policy governing the assignment of football officials within
the jurisdiction of the local association (i.e. Central Connecticut, Colonial, Eastern,
Fairfield County, New Haven and Western).
B. General

The intent of this procedure is to answer all questions and alleviate grievances
relative to jurisdiction of the local associations mentioned above.
C . S p e ci fi c
1. No association will solicit nor will it accept a schedule from a school for the
purpose of assigning football officials to football games if that school has been
serviced by another association unless agreed to by the associations involved
and approved by the CFOA.
2. There will be no mixed crews assigned to games.

This section may be waived for post-season games if agreed to by the local
associations involved and approved by the CFOA.
Note: Mixed crews are defined as being constituted of football officials from
more than one association.
3. In the event field conditions dictate a game be moved to a different

location, and that location falls under the jurisdiction of another association, the
following rulings apply:
a. If the game remains a home game of the original team and that school is paying
the officials, then the association, which had the original jurisdiction
(assigning responsibility), will have the responsibility for assigning
officials to the changed site. Exception: Mutual agreement of the

associations involved.

b. The situation cited in a. may be changed if requested by the association with
the assigning responsibility and agreed to by the association, which would
normally assign officials at the changed site.

c. Except for playoffs, the above rules apply; however, the territorial

board may relinquish a game to the original board with or without
request for any reason (i.e. lack of officials to work the contest,
etc.).

